SINGAPORE—Hong Kong—Golf Asia ’92, scheduled for March 26-29 at the World Trade Centre here, promises a wide range of topics and a “hands-on” trade show featuring 250 companies from 18 countries.

The trade show will display golf equipment and accessories, apparel and fashions, course design and architecture, maintenance and equipment, golf holidays and resorts, golf education videos, materials and publications.

After the chairman’s welcome on Day One, American golf course architect Robert Trent Jones Jr. will comment on political intrigue and power bases in the golf design industry.

James McLaughlin of The McLaughlin Group in Pleasantville, N.Y., will discuss Master Planning for Basic and Resort Projects. The state secretary for the State of Johor will talk about Government: Friend or Foe to the Developer.

In the afternoon Pro Kalip Rafter, dean of the Department of Agriculture and Horticulture at Malaysia Agricultural University, will talk on The Need for Education Support.

Peter Chew will discuss negotiation skills and the win-win philosophy.

The Need for and Advantage of an Employment Pool for the Industry, and The Chemical Factor, are also scheduled talks. Rod Pullen, chief executive officer of Batey Advertising Singapore, will open Day Two.


A group presentation on turfgrass management for Asia will be given by three members of Malaysian Agricultural University.

Greg Matthews of Greg Matthews Design will present The Irrigation Consultant — An Effective Friend or Unnecessary Cost? Roger Behling, director of Swiss BellHotel Group, will address Club Management and Service.

Ronald Freem, of GolfPlan Design Group, will give a critical review of the Asian Experience thus far, and value of a signature and cost benefit factor.

The Facelift Factor — A Growing Industry will be a panel discussion with Jones, Matthews, James McCumber, Mark E. Hollinger and Freeman.

Day Three will feature the major issues of the 1990s. The keynote talk by Robin Nelson, president of Nelson de Wright, will address The Major Golf Development Issue of the 90s — the Environment. A series of papers will follow under the general heading Trends of the 90s.

David Inglis will present The Equality Alternative, Michael Ziegrovich will talk on Financial Trends. Other topics include How To Maintain the Industry’s Growth in South East Asia and Asia Today — Tomorrow?

For more information call 65-296-6961 or fax 65-293-5628, both Singapore.

JOIN THE TURF CLUB

Membership has its advantages. Kubota offers the most reliable mowing and vertical cutting unit on earth — the Verti-Reel.

Built for total turf maintenance whether you have golf courses, sports fields, sod farms or commercial mowing applications, the Verti-Reel provides vertical cutting and mowing in one proven unit.

Verticut 18 holes in less than a day. Outcuts triples mowers. Easy mowing/verticutting head changeover. Power pack mounted conveniently on tractor’s three-point hitch. Direct drive hydraulics for consistent cutting speed.

How your tractor performs can have a significant impact on the efficiency of your operations. Kubota excels with direct-injection diesel engines in both the M4030SU Turf Special and L3250F Turf Special for greater power, performance and economy.

The advantages of Turf Club membership are numerous. To find out more, write Kubota Tractor Corp., P.O. Box 7020-L, Compton, CA 90224-7020.